
Sponsor Meeting 4 
 

Date 9/01/2018 
Time 1715 

Venue SIS Level 4  
Attendees Jin Qiang 

Sushil 
Sherman 
Celestine 
Derrick 

Absentees - 
 

Agenda 

Item Description 
1. Becons for the project 

 
Despite sourcing around for other alternatives (looked into US and 
Shenzhen), group will continue to use the current Blue Beacons. Will need 
to purchase more since we only have 10 pieces. Obtain 30 pieces from 
Supervisor, Huixian and replace hers with the newly bought ones.  
 
Try to explore how to remove and on and off switch on the beacon such 
that in the future users will not be able to manually switch the device off.  
 
Conduct further testing on the beacon, such as adjusting the transit 
interval as the transmit power might not work. Test to see which is the 
most ideal settings.  

2. Android application: 
If we kill the app, background services wouldn’t work. Can use alarm 
manager to kick start an event, but will need to test the stability. Due to the 
new android system, they will automatically kill the programme.  
 

3. Video (For users to be enrolled into survey): 
 
All should be done in one application, to express interested, validate and 
then we will store the data till they are eligible and start using the 
application.  
 
Seek approval from CREA if it is possible to customise links for each user 
to download link to match the user to the account.  
 
Since application is still in developing stage, upon completion there will 
need to be a force update of application after 19 Jan to ensure during final 
all are using the latest application. 
 

4 Invitation letters to officially use the application  



 
Letters to users will be generated individually. Only 2 weeks of activation 
before it gets deactivated. Will explore a easy way to generate letters for 
multiple persons in a pdf and print out. Credentials will be randomly 
generated in a alphanumeric ID and password.  
 
Upon clarification with CREA, will need to see if we can have names of the 
user otherwise we will just have to work with ID but this will result in being 
unable to map which user is who.  
 
For more commercial use, can think of using 1D and 2D scanners to make 
QR codes/barcodes on the beacons such that users will just need to scan 
to pair.  
 
 
Priority: 

1. Incompatible phone with the app - run on its own 
 

5 Android phone battery 
Seek the help of other students to see if we can use their phone to test for 
battery usage.  
 
Based on the 10 phones we currently have on hand, we have to exclude 
all phones before Android 5.0 (Android 6.0 and after) will work with 
minimum battery wastage.  
 
Andorid 4.3 is unstable as it does not have power management in the 
phone 
 
S2 Battery ok (10% for a whole day), S8 drains more battery (down by 3% 
in 2 hours if unsued) 

6. Priorities for the group: 
Work on alarm manager and bluetooth manager  
Conduct further testing 
 
If have time, do some load testing for back end. Target number, 500.  
 

The meeting was adjourned at 1800H with the next meeting scheduled TBC. 
 

Task List 
Item Task Action by 

1. Come up with a list of questions to ask CREA Jinqiang 
[10/1/2018] 

2. List of phones that are compatible and not. Jinqiang 
[20/1/2018] 

3. Process workflow for the application Jinqiang 
[20/1/2018] 



4. Change management to add in admin monitoring dashboard Jinqiang 
[20/1/2018] 

 
These minutes will be circulated and adopted if there are no amendments reported in 
the next three days.  
 

 
Vetted by, 
Celestine 

Vetted by, 
Sherman 

 
 


